
Greece’s most glamourous  
synchronised swimming team 

will add entertainment value to your event 
and delight the audience with their 

unforgettable performance.

We create spectacle



Watch the water come to life with our 
sensational routines, adapted to your 
thematic needs. As “Naiads”, we always 
strive for excellence and continuously 
experiment with new ways of express-
ing our art. From the most elegant, chic, 
dainty, fairytale setting to the most un-
conventional, rock, avant-garde, extrav-
agant performance. We add value to 
in-water entertainment and create 
spectacular spectacle made by top 
athletes, former members of the 
Greek National Team.

About Us



Wedding events

we create memories

Naiads’ wedding performances 
are meticulously crafted to ensure 
that your special day, as well as 
the memories of your guests, 
remain unforgettable. 

Working closely with the happy couple, we 
tailor a spectacle that can be as discreet 
or extravagant as desired, promising that it 
will be cherished for years to come.



Coprorate events

we create atmosphere

Naiads’ corporate event performances 
skillfully transform your brand identity 
into a captivating spectacle, both in 
and out of the water.

With our exceptional performance, we tailor the 
perfect atmosphere to enhance your brand 
experience and mesmerize your corporate 
community. Whatever style or theme you 
envision, our team will flawlessly execute it, 
ensuring your event becomes a delightful and 
memorable experience for all attendees.



 Private events

Naiads, where luxury meets the 
aquatic realm, turns your wildest 
dreams into breathtaking reality. 

Immerse yourself in a world of wonder, 
where your imagination takes flight and 
vibrant spectacles of beauty and color 
come to life. Trust us with your dreams, 
and we’ll curate an unforgettable, 
private event beyond your 
wildest expectations.

We create experiences 



Our servicesOur services

Enchanted  
WelcomeMermaids

Artisic 
Swimming

Minimal 
Synchro



Immerse your luxury event in an unparalleled spectacle with our mesmerizing synchronized swimming 
performance. From the moment our glamorous swimmers take the stage, your audience will be cap-
tivated by their grace and precision, as they harmoniously glide through the water in a breathtaking 
display. Our themed variety of performances guarantees a show perfectly suited to your event’s ambi-
ance, whether it’s a lavish gala, a corporate soirée, or a high-profile celebration. To ensure every detail 
aligns with your vision, we offer custom swimwear and tailor the performance to your specific needs. 

Let us elevate your event with an unforgettable experience that leaves your guests 
in awe, setting the stage for an extraordinary and enchanting affair.

Artisic Swimming



Experience pure enchantment at your luxury event with the ethereal presence of our mesmerizing mer-
maids. These graceful creatures possess a unique ability to transport you into a fairytale realm, filling the 
atmosphere with a sense of tranquility and wonder. Whether it’s a whimsical daytime gathering or an ele-
gant evening affair, our mermaids create a serene ambiance that captivates audiences of all ages. From 
enchanting children’s birthdays to luxury brand events, their magical allure appeals to a wide range of oc-
casions. Allow these mystical beings to elevate your event, providing an immersive and unforgettable ex-
perience that will leave guests with cherished memories and a touch of whimsy. 

Prepare to be entranced as our mermaids weave their spell and bring your event to 
life with an otherworldly ambiance.

Mermaids



Enchanted  Welcome

Step into a world of enchantment and wonder. Prepare to be transported to a realm of imagination as you 
arrive at your event and are greeted by our mesmerizing costumed performers. Dressed in extravagant 
and spellbinding outfits, these magical beings will extend a warm and whimsical welcome, setting the 
stage for an unforgettable experience. With their interactive charm and delightful presence, our “Enchant-
ed Welcome” greeters will leave you and your guests with smiles and memories that will linger long after 
the event has ended. 

Whether it’s a fairytale-inspired ball, a fantastical gala, or any occasion you desire to 
be truly extraordinary, let our enchanting performers create an ambiance of awe and 
excitement that will make your event truly magical.



Minimal Synchro

This act exudes a seamless and refined essence of synchronised swimming.
With graceful and fluid movements, it becomes the perfect choice for ambient synchronised swimming 
acts at galas, dinners, and corporate events, where a captivating pool performance is desired without 
stealing the spotlight. The swimmers’ bodies gracefully create organic floating shapes, kaleidoscopic 
patterns, and symmetrical formations, where the entire performance revolves around the interplay of dif-
ferent shapes and their seamless transitions, mesmerising the audience with its subtle beauty and 
artistic expression.

Minimal synchro is to synchronised swimming what contemporary dance is to bal-
let. It is a smooth, elegant version of synchronised swimming.
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retro - bohemian

A dance routine filled with 
rich jewel-colored 
costumes and mambo 
beat, sweeps the audi-
ence off their feet to the 
tune of colors, flowers, 
fruits and upbeat energy 
to get the party started.



Purity and light gently 
slide into the frame, 
in the form of ancient 
Greek nymphs and 
priestesses, treating the 
audience to local deli-
cacies before they en-
tice their unsuspecting 
victims into a journey 
to forgotten times of 
hymns, mysteries and 
fists.

ancient Greek



Experience the mesmeriz-
ing allure of “Red Velvet,” 
an act that promises to 
captivate your senses. 

Adorned in radiant red cos-
tumes adorned with a pro-
fusion of delicate red flow-
ers, the performers exude 
an aura of sophistication 
and opulence. With an aim 
to enchant and seduce, the 
act beautifully blends sen-
suality with elegance, leav-
ing the audience in awe. As 
the enchanting choreogra-
phy unfolds, the pulsating 
beats of electrifying elec-
trotype music infuse the 
atmosphere, enhancing the 
overall experience.

Red Velvet



The audience is transport-
ed into a magical, mythical 
dream world of living stat-
ues and ethereal beauty. 

Bright white clocks, feath-
ers and sparkle stardust 
will fill your fantasy world 
of dreams while you are 
wide awake.

Illusion of a dream



Introducing Pyrosynchro, the 
world’s exclusive team of 
breathtaking brilliance! Elevate 
your event to new heights with 
our one-of-a-kind firework-en-
hanced dance routines. Wit-
ness the magic unfold as fire-
works gracefully blend with 
our performances, igniting the 
night with shimmering splen-
dor. Whether placed on the 
water’s surface or firmly on 
the ground, our sensational py-
rotechnics boldly elevate the 
spectacle, leaving your audi-
ence in awe. Let us ignite the 
sky and spark unforgettable 
memories, for with Pyrosyn-
chro, the extraordinary be-
comes a reality!

PYRO-SYNCHRO



Contact Us
website: www.naiads.gr
e-mail: info@naiads.gr
phone: +306972184391

naiads.synchro @naiads. 
Naiads professional synchronised swimming team 

naiads.synchro naiads.synchro


